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Following on from book 1 The ProcessContinuing the Jillian Scott saga, a new murder case has

been handed to her. Julie Swanson, a young trashy type of woman has been found brutally

murdered and her body crucified on a cross. During the case, JillianÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ego is tested, as

Olivia Grayson, her equal from another station, is brought in as her partner. Jillian holds resentment,

but her role as Detective brings her to her senses, and while the mystery of the murdererÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

identity is unravelled, her personal life takes a knock when a new kind of threat presents itself.
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The author has a way of making you feel you are right there in every scene. Her description of the

people, the settings and the events makes it very gripping and the writing flows comfortable. The

killer appears to be too clever for them until they received a tip plus an unwelcome help arrives.

Reluctantly they must solve the murder together. Along the way they have to deal with personal



troubles and trying to find their way with each other. The plot twisted in unexpected ways. The

interaction between the team members are very enjoyable, their banter makes you laugh. Actions

are solid and well prepared. At the end there was a surprise and I didn't see that coming. My hope is

that this story will be continued and I'm definitely looking forward to that.

There were some surprises in this one and some twists that were left open, only to come together

very well at the end.A body has been found. This is the basis of the story. The abandoned home

contained a woman who had been killed in a gruesome way and left crucified. The now familiar

detective character Jillian Scott is put in charge of uncovering the killer's identity. The plot is heavy

with complications in unmasking the killer, but also her troubled personal life which takes on several

dramatic turns throughout.What makes for a good read here is that it's not going to turn out how you

think. It's not even going to turn out how we are lead to think it will turn out.It's one thing that will

keep me reading the works from this particular writer. They had plenty of scope to appeal to people

regardless of genre

Fabulous story. I read this book prior without having read the first in the series and had no problem

following it!

This a good mystery but the romance is what hooks me. Jillian has had a rough go in the the love

game, but this new detective may change things.

I was so anxious to continue the story of Jillian Scott and I was not disappointed. The animosity and

then the camaraderie of Jillian and Olivia works so well and I could see these two becoming a

power couple in future books. Shiralyn has another homerun with this criminal page turner!
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